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Abstract

We measured the kinetics of U(VI) reduction by Shewanella oneidensisMR-1 under anaerobic conditions in the presence of
variable concentrations of either EDTA or dissolved Ca. We measured both total dissolved U and U(VI) concentrations in
solution as a function of time. In separate experiments, we also measured the extent of U(VI) adsorption onto S. oneidensis in
order to quantify the thermodynamic stabilities of the important U(VI)–bacterial surface complexes. In the EDTA experi-
ments, the rate of U(IV) production increased with increasing EDTA concentration. However, the total dissolved U concen-
trations remained constant and identical to the initial U concentrations during the course of the experiments for all
EDTA-bearing systems. Additionally, the U(VI) reduction rate in the EDTA experiments exhibited a strong correlation to
the concentration of the aqueous U4+–EDTA complex. We conclude that the U(VI) reduction rate increases with increasing
EDTA concentration, likely due to U4+–EDTA aqueous complexation which removes U(IV) from the cell surface and pre-
vents UO2 precipitation.

In the Ca experiments, the U(VI) reduction rate decreased as Ca concentration increased. Our thermodynamic modeling
results based on the U(VI) adsorption data demonstrate that U(VI) was adsorbed onto the bacterial surface in the form of a
Ca–uranyl-carbonate complex in addition to a number of other Ca–free uranyl complexes. The observed U(VI) reduction
rates in the presence of Ca exhibit a strong negative correlation to the concentration of the Ca–uranyl-carbonate bacterial
surface complex, but a strong positive correlation to the total concentration of all the other Ca–free uranyl surface complexes.
Thus, the concentration of these Ca–free uranyl surface complexes appears to control the rate of U(VI) reduction by
S. oneidensis in the presence of dissolved Ca. Our results demonstrate that U speciation, both of U(VI) before reduction
and of U(IV) after reduction, affects the reduction kinetics, and that thermodynamic modeling of the U speciation may be
useful in the prediction of reduction kinetics in realistic geologic settings.
� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. INTRODUCTION

The oxidation state of U is one of several factors that
control the mobility and fate of U in geologic settings.
U(VI), in the form of the uranyl cation UO2þ

2 , is the ther-
modynamically stable form of U under oxic conditions.
Uranyl minerals exhibit markedly higher solubilities than
U(IV) phases (Langmuir, 1997), so U mobility in aerobic
environments can be high. However, in anaerobic settings,

the mobility of U in the subsurface can be retarded by the
reduction of soluble U(VI) species into insoluble U(IV) so-
lid phases (Bonatti et al., 1971; Langmuir, 1997). Bacteria
can reduce U(VI) to U(IV) through metabolic activity
(Lovley et al., 1991, 1993; Lovley and Phillips, 1992a).
Metal- or sulfate-reducing bacterial species such as
Geobacter metallireducens (Lovley et al., 1991), Shewanella
oneidensis (Lovley et al., 1991) and Desulfovibrio

desulfuricans (Lovley and Phillips, 1992a) can couple the
reduction of U(VI) to the oxidation of electron donors such
as H2 and lactate, and under laboratory conditions, the
reduction ofU(VI) toU(IV) can be both rapid and complete.
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As a result, bioreduction of U(VI) may represent a viable
remediation approach for anaerobic groundwater systems
contaminated with U(VI) (Lovley and Phillips, 1992b;
Finneran et al., 2002; Anderson et al., 2003; Wu et al., 2007).

Although considerable research has focused on the
mechanisms of U(VI) reduction by bacteria, the controls
on the kinetics of the reduction process are poorly defined.
Brooks et al. (2003) found that the presence of dissolved Ca
could decrease the rate and extent of U(VI) reduction by S.

oneidensis, D. desulfuricans and Geobacter sulfurreducens,
likely due to the formation of the aqueous Ca2UO2ðCO3Þ03
complex. Inhibition of U(VI) reduction rates by bacteria in
the presence of dissolved Ca was also observed by Stewart
et al. (2007) and by Neiss et al. (2007). Haas and Northup
(2004) measured the removal rate of U(VI) by S. oneidensis

in the presence of a range of multi-dentate organic acids,
and found that the initial rates of U removal from solution
decreased with increasing stability constant values for the
1:1 aqueous U(VI):ligand and U(IV):ligand complexes. Be-
cause Haas and Northup (2004) only measured total U
remaining in solution and not U(VI) specifically, it remains
unclear whether the observed effects were caused by ligand-
retarded U(VI) reduction due to aqueous U(VI)–ligand
complexation, by ligand-promoted dissolution of the solid
phase UO2 that formed on the bacteria, by ligand-
promoted desorption of U4+ from the bacterial cell wall
before UO2 could form, or by a combination of these
processes. Furthermore, Suzuki et al. (2010) demonstrated
that strong complexing ligands like citrate, NTA and
EDTA retard UO2 precipitation in U(VI) bioreduciton
experiments by forming aqueous complexes with U(IV).
Behrends and Van Cappellen (2005) found that U(VI)
speciation in systems containing both bacteria and hematite
nanoparticles control the pathway and kinetics of U(VI)
reduction. The results of these previous studies suggest that
the cell wall speciation of U may control the kinetics and
extent of reductive precipitation of U(VI) by bacteria. Metal
adsorption represents an important mechanism in a number
of other bacterial metabolic processes as well. For example,
Borrok et al. (2005b) demonstrated that the chemotactic re-
sponse of Escherichia coli away from aqueous Ni is directly
related to the concentration ofNi adsorbedonto the bacterial
cell wall. We propose that the cell wall speciation of U simi-
larly controls U(VI) reduction by bacteria.

If adsorption/desorption reactions control bacterial
reductive precipitation of U(VI) to U(IV), then it is crucial
to quantify the tendency of U to bind cell wall components.
There have been no studies of U(IV) adsorption onto bac-
teria, but U(VI) adsorption onto bacteria has been exam-
ined and the thermodynamic stabilities of U(VI)–bacterial
surface complexes have been quantified (Fowle et al.,
2000; Haas et al., 2001; Gorman-Lewis et al., 2005).
Adsorption of U(VI) onto bacterial cell walls is controlled
by complexation of aqueous uranyl ions and aqueous ura-
nyl complexes with phosphoryl and carboxyl functional
groups within the bacterial cell wall (Kelly et al., 2002).
Fowle et al. (2000) observed extensive adsorption of
UO2þ

2 onto the Gram-positive species Bacillus subtilis under
low pH conditions, with increasing U(VI) adsorption with
increasing pH up to approximately pH 5. Gorman-Lewis

et al. (2005) extended these observations to higher pH con-
ditions and demonstrated that U(VI) could adsorb to the
bacterial cell wall extensively, even under conditions where
aqueous uranyl-carbonate, uranyl-hydroxide, and Ca–
uranyl-carbonate complexes dominate the aqueous U(VI)
budget. These studies use a surface complexation approach
to determine stability constants for the important U(VI)–
bacterial surface complexes, and these constants can serve
as a basis for understanding the role of U(VI) adsorption
in controlling bioreduction of U(VI).

In this study, we measured the kinetics and extent of
U(VI) reduction by S. oneidensis MR-1 in the presence of
variable concentrations of EDTA or dissolved Ca, measur-
ing both total dissolved U and aqueous U(VI) remaining in
solution in order to discern U(VI) adsorption controls from
U(IV) desorption controls on the reduction kinetics. We
also measured the extent of U(VI) adsorption onto S. oneid-

ensis in order to quantify the thermodynamic stabilities of
important U(VI)–bacterial surface complexes, and we relate
those stabilities to the observed reduction kinetics.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1. U(VI) reduction experiments

2.1.1. Bacteria preparation

S. oneidensis strain MR-1 was grown aerobically follow-
ing procedures described previously (Fein et al., 1997;
Fowle and Fein, 2000). Cells were maintained on agar
plates made of trypticase soy agar with 0.5% yeast extract.
Cells were first transferred from the agar plate to a tube
containing 3 mL of sterile trypticase soy broth (TSB) with
0.5% yeast extract. After being incubated at 32 �C for
24 h, the cell suspension was transferred to 2 L of sterile
TSB with 0.5% yeast extract and incubated at 32 �C for an-
other 24 h.

Cells of S. oneidensis were harvested by centrifugation at
10,970g for 5 min. Cells were washed twice by resuspending
them in 20 mL of sterile anoxic 0.1 M NaCl before the
reduction experiments conducted with EDTA, or in
20 mL of sterile anoxic 30 mM NaHCO3 before the reduc-
tion experiments with Ca. Between each wash, cells were
pelleted by centrifugation at 8,100g for 5 min. After the
washes, the cells were resuspended in 10 mL of sterile an-
oxic 0.1 M NaCl (for the EDTA experiments) or 30 mM
NaHCO3 (for the Ca experiments) in order to create a con-
centrated parent cell suspension that was used in the U(VI)
reduction experiments.

2.1.2. U(VI) reduction experiments with EDTA

The anaerobic procedures and the general composition
of the experimental medium that we used for the EDTA
experiments were similar to those described previously
(Balch and Wolfe, 1976; Lovley et al., 1991; Haas and
Northup, 2004). The experimental medium was consisted
of 5 mM NH4Cl, 1 mM KCl, 30 mM NaHCO3, 40 mM
Na-lactate, and vitamins solution and trace elements as
per Lovley and Phillips (1988). Different amounts of EDTA
disodium salt were added to the experimental medium in
order to achieve final EDTA concentrations of 0.0, 0.5,
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1.5, 3.0, and 5.0 mM. The pH of each experimental medium
was adjusted to 7.0 using small aliquots of concentrated
NaOH and/or HCl. After being heated on a hotplate, and
bubbled with an 85% N2/10% CO2/5% H2 gas mixture for
�15 min, the experimental medium was transferred to an
anaerobic glovebox chamber, containing an atmosphere
with the same 85% N2/10% CO2/5% H2 gas composition.
Sterile serum bottles were filled with 50 mL of experimental
medium each, sealed inside the glove box, and then auto-
claved outside the glovebox at 120 �C for 20 min. The pH
of each medium with different EDTA concentrations was
checked to be around 7.0 after being autoclaved. A uranyl
acetate stock was prepared with UO2(CH3COO)2�2H2O and
ultrapure 18 MX water and its concentration was deter-
mined by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spec-
troscopy (ICP-OES). The U(VI) stock solution was bubbled
with the 85% N2/10% CO2/5% H2 gas mixture for �30 min,
then filter-sterilized (0.2 lm) and injected into a sterile evac-
uated serum bottle inside the anaerobic chamber. The filter-
sterilized (0.2 lm) uranyl acetate stock was added to each
experimental serum bottle to achieve an initial dissolved
U(VI) concentration of 0.5 mM. Two milliliters of solution
was transferred from each experimental bottle to measure
the initial U(VI) and total dissolved U concentrations by
fluorescence spectrometry and ICP-OES, respectively.

For each concentration (0.0, 0.5, 1.5, 3.0, and 5.0 mM)
of EDTA in the reduction experiments, there were three
replicate sample bottles injected with 200 lL of the parent
cell suspension and two cell-free control bottles with the
same aqueous composition but without bacteria. The cell-
free control experiments were to test if any U(VI) reduction
or any loss of total U could be attributed to abiotic factors
under the experimental conditions. During the experiments,
all of the sample bottles and the control bottles were agi-
tated gently and continuously at room temperature
(�25 �C). To determine the initial cell density, 0.5 mL of
well-mixed cell suspension was removed from three sample
bottles right after injection of bacteria, 50 lL of formalin
was added, and cell density was determined through direct
cell counting using a Petroff-Hausser cell counting cham-
ber. The average initial cell density in the EDTA experi-
ments was 3.0(±0.7) � 107 cells/mL.

At selected sampling times, approximately 3.5 mL of
sample solution was removed under anaerobic and sterile
conditions from each bottle during the initial 2.3 h of the
experiment. 0.5 mL of each 3.5 mL sample was filtered
through a 0.2 lm Millipore Millex PTFE filter and ana-
lyzed for dissolved U(VI) concentration by fluorescence
spectrometry. A 2.5 mL aliquot of each 3.5 mL sample
was filtered through a 0.2 lm Millipore Millex PTFE filter
and acidified with 4.5 lL of concentrated HNO3 (15.8 N)
for total dissolved U analysis by ICP-OES. The concentra-
tion of U(IV) in the experimental systems was calculated by
difference between the measured total U and dissolved
U(VI) concentrations.

2.1.3. U(VI) reduction experiments with Ca

The experimental medium for the U(VI) reduction
experiments with dissolved Ca consisted of 30 mM NaH-
CO3 and 50 mM Na-lactate (Brooks et al., 2003). The pH

of the experimental medium was adjusted to 7.0 using small
aliquots of concentrated NaOH and/or HCl. The pH
adjustment did not significantly change the ionic strength
of the experimental solutions. The experimental serum bot-
tles containing 50 mL of sterile anoxic experimental med-
ium were prepared the same way as described in the
EDTA experiments part. A Ca stock solution was prepared
with CaCl2�2H2O and ultrapure 18 MX water and its con-
centration was determined by ICP-OES. The Ca stock solu-
tion was stirred and placed inside the anaerobic chamber
overnight, then filter-sterilized (0.2 lm) and injected into a
sterile evacuated serum bottle inside the anaerobic cham-
ber. Aliquots of the Ca stock solution were injected into
the experimental serum bottles to achieve experimental
Ca concentrations of 0.0, 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, and 5.0 mM. The
pH of the medium of each Ca concentration was measured
to be around pH 7.0 after addition of Ca. A initial 0.5 mM
of U(VI) in each experimental bottle was achieved by fol-
lowing the same procedures used for the EDTA experi-
ments. Five bottles were prepared the same way as the
EDTA experiments for each concentration of Ca: 3 repli-
cate sample bottles were injected with parent cell suspen-
sion; the other 2 bottles were cell-free controls. The
determination of the initial aqueous U(VI) and total dis-
solved U concentrations and the average initial cell density
(3.2 ± 0.6 � 107 cells/mL), and also the sampling procedure
for the initial 5 h after cell injection were the same as the
EDTA experiments. During the experimental course, all
the sample bottles and the control bottles were agitated
gently and continuously at room temperature (�25 �C).

2.2. U(VI) adsorption experiments

2.2.1. Bacteria preparation

S. oneidensis MR-1 was grown following the same pro-
cedures described above. The bacteria were washed follow-
ing the procedure outlined in previous work (Fein et al.,
1997; Fowle et al., 2000). After 48 h growth, cells of S.

oneidensis were harvested by centrifugation at 10,970g for
5 min. Then the cells were rinsed 5 times in 0.1 M NaClO4

with a centrifugation step of 8,100g for 5 min between each
rinse. The cells were then centrifuged twice at 8,100g for
30 min, pouring off the supernatant after each centrifuga-
tion, in order to determine the wet mass of S. oneidensis

to be used in the experiments. The wet mass is approxi-
mately 8 times the dry mass of the biomass (Borrok et al.,
2005a). We assume that no U(VI) reduction occurred dur-
ing these aerobic adsorption experiments, an assumption
consistent with the results of Kelly et al. (2002) who
conducted an EXAFS study of U(VI) adsorption onto
B. subtilis bacterial cells.

2.2.2. U(VI) adsorption experiments

For the U(VI) adsorption experiments, an aqueous
filter-sterilized uranyl acetate stock solution was prepared
as described above. Aliquots of the U stock solution
were added to a 0.1 M NaClO4 electrolyte solution to form
a U(VI)-electrolyte solution containing �10 ppm
(4.2 � 10�5 M) of U(VI). Before adding bacteria, this solu-
tion was sampled to determine the initial total dissolved U
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concentration by ICP-OES. Then in each of two separate
Teflon bottles, weighed S. oneidensis cells were added to
the 10 ppm U(VI)-electrolyte solution to form two
bacteria-U(VI)-electrolyte suspensions: one with 0.625 g
(wet mass)/L of S. oneidensis and another with 0.25 g/L
of S. oneidensis. The pH values of these two bacteria-
U(VI)-electrolyte suspensions were adjusted to between 6
and 8 using aliquots of concentrated HNO3 and NaOH.
A number of 8 mL aliquots were taken from the parent
suspensions and placed in Teflon tubes. The pH of each
individual suspension was adjusted to cover the pH range
of 3–9 using small volumes of HNO3 and NaOH. After
the pH adjustment, all the reaction tubes were placed on
a rotating rack and gently agitated for 3 h. The final pH
of each suspension was measured, and each suspension
was then filtered through a 0.2-lm Millipore Millex PTFE
filter and acidified with concentrated HNO3 for ICP-OES
analysis. The concentration of the adsorbed U was calcu-
lated by difference between the measured initial and final
aqueous U(VI) concentrations.

2.3. Analytical methods

2.3.1. Total dissolved U analysis by ICP-OES

A Perkin-Elmer Optima 2000DV ICP-OES system was
used to determine total dissolved U in solution. Matrix-
matched blanks and standards covering the probable range
of U in solution were prepared. The standards including the
blank were re-analyzed after running every 30–40 samples
in order to check machine drift. Analytical uncertainty
was approximately ±2%, as determined by repeat analyses
of an aqueous U standard, and the operational detection
limit for U was determined to be approximately 60 ppb.

2.3.2. Dissolved U(VI) analysis by fluorescence spectrometry

A PTI Quantamaster QM-4 spectrofluorometer was used
to measure the phosphorescence decay of U(VI) in order to
determine the concentration of U(VI) in solution, following
the general approach and principles described in previous
studies (Gorby and Lovley, 1992; Brina and Miller, 1992).
The spectrofluorometer system uses a xenon flash lamp as
an excitation source and exhibits a linear dynamic range
for aqueous U(VI) concentrations from 0.05 mM to
1.5 mM. The spectrofluorometer measures phosphorescence
decay by recording the change in intensity of the phospho-
rescence signal emitted by excited U(VI) atoms in the sample
as a function of time. UO2þ

2 complexing agents are added to
aqueous samples to prevent the uranyl ion from quenching
after excitation (Sill and Peterson, 1947). Each sample
(0.5 mL) was filtered, acidified with 0.25 mL of 12.1 N
HCl, and diluted 200 times with ultrapure 18 MX water.
1.5 mL of Uraplex (the complexing agent) was then added
to 1 mL of diluted sample and the solution was analyzed
immediately on the spectrofluorometer, using an excitation
wavelength of 420 nm, an emission wavelength of 515 nm
and slit width of 17 nm. Matrix-matched blanks and stan-
dards covering the probable range of U(VI) in solution were
measured to construct a calibration curve and to quantify
the U(VI) concentrations in the samples. Analytical uncer-
tainty was approximately ±4.5%, as determined by repeat

analyses of an aqueous U(VI) standard, and the detection
limit for U(VI) under these analytical conditions was
approximately 0.05 mM.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Results of U(VI) reduction experiments with EDTA

Fig. 1 illustrates the results of U(VI) reduction by S.

oneidensis MR-1 in the presence and absence of EDTA,
depicting the measured concentrations of total dissolved
U and aqueous U(VI) as a function of time in Fig. 1a
and b, respectively. There was no measurable loss of total
dissolved U or aqueous U(VI) in the cell-free control exper-
iments (data not shown), indicating no significant U(VI)
reduction or adsorption onto the experimental apparatus
under the experimental conditions. In the experiments with-
out EDTA, the concentration of total dissolved U
decreased steadily from an initial concentration of
0.52 mM to 0.45 mM after 2.3 h (Fig. 1a). The addition
of EDTA to the system caused the total dissolved U con-
centrations to remain unchanged over the course of the
experiment for each of the EDTA concentrations studied
(Fig. 1a). Additionally, all of the experiments that con-
tained EDTA exhibited respectively clear solutions with
no visible black U(IV)O2 precipitate. Conversely, a black

Fig. 1. The concentrations of (a) total dissolved U and (b)
dissolved U(VI) remaining in solution in the presence of different
concentrations of EDTA (0.0, 0.5, 1.5, 3.0, and 5.0 mM) as a
function of time. Symbols represent the average of triplicate
experiments, and the error bars represent the associated standard
deviation (1r) of each value.
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U(IV)O2 precipitate formed in the system that did not con-
tain EDTA. These results are consistent with previous stud-
ies such as those by Haas and Northup (2004) and Suzuki
et al. (2010).

In contrast to the total dissolved U concentrations, the
concentration of U(VI) in solution decreased steadily over
the course of the 2.3 h experiments for all EDTA concen-
trations studied (Fig. 1b). In the system without EDTA,
the U(VI) concentrations decreased from 0.52 mM to
0.24 mM during the experiment. The total dissolved U
concentrations were significantly higher than the U(VI)
concentrations at each sampling time, suggesting that
some of the U(IV) that was produced during the experi-
ment passed through the filtration membrane and contrib-
uted to the total dissolved U concentration. The U(IV)
that passed through the filter was likely in the form of
UO2 particles in the EDTA-free experiments and in the
form of the aqueous EDTA–U(IV) complex in the
EDTA-bearing systems. The U(VI) concentration profiles
are direct measurements of the extent of U(VI) reduction
and are unaffected by the presence of U(IV) in the sam-
ples, and these values alone were used to determine
U(VI) reduction rates. Despite the presence of U(IV) spe-
cies in the experimental samples, the total dissolved U
measurements can still be used qualitatively to constrain
reduction mechanisms. In general, the presence of EDTA
yielded a faster rate of U(VI) reduction, with decreasing
U(VI) concentrations at a given sampling time with
increasing EDTA concentration. For example, after
2.3 h, the 0, 3, and 5 mM EDTA experiments contained
0.24, 0.13, and 0.04 mM of U(VI) in solution, respectively.
The magnitude of the error bars in Fig. 1b demonstrates
that the experiment with the lowest concentration of
EDTA (0.5 mM EDTA) does not exhibit a significantly
different reduction rate compared to the EDTA-free con-
trols. Additionally, the 0.5 mM EDTA dataset in Fig. 1b
appears to exhibit a significantly longer lag phase prior
to significant reduction of U(VI), however the precise tim-
ing of this lag phase is difficult to constrain due to the
experimental uncertainties coupled with the slow reduction
rate of these experiments.

3.2. Results of U(VI) reduction experiments with Ca

The presence of dissolved Ca exerted an opposite effect
to that of EDTA on the rate of U(VI) reduction (Fig. 2a
and b). The experiment without dissolved Ca exhibited a
steady decrease in total dissolved U concentration over
the 5 h experiment, from an initial concentration of
0.49 mM to 0.24 mM after 5 h (Fig. 2a). In general, with
increasing dissolved Ca concentration in the experiment,
the rate of decrease in the concentration of total dissolved
U slowed (Fig. 2a). The U(VI) concentrations in the Ca
experiments exhibited a slower rate of reduction with
increasing dissolved Ca concentrations (Fig. 2b). The exper-
iment without dissolved Ca exhibited a steady decrease in
U(VI) concentrations with time, and as in the EDTA exper-
iments, the U(VI) concentrations in solution at any given
time during the experiment were lower than the measured
total dissolved U concentrations, likely due to the presence

of UO2 particles in the aqueous samples. The presence of
Ca significantly slowed the rate of U(VI) reduction. For
example, the concentrations of U(VI) in solution after 5 h
in the 0, 0.5, and 5 mM Ca experiments were 0.12, 0.23,
and 0.42 mM. Though our initial U(VI) concentration
was much higher than that used by Brooks et al. (2003),
our Ca experiments are consistent with their results in that
the presence of dissolved Ca significantly slows the ob-
served U(VI) bioreduction rate.

3.3. Results of U(VI) adsorption experiments

The results of our U(VI) adsorption experiment (Fig. 3)
indicate that S. oneidensis exhibits similar U(VI) adsorption
behavior as a function of pH to B. subtilis (Fowle et al.,
2000; Gorman-Lewis et al., 2005). We observed extensive
U(VI) adsorption onto S. oneidensis over the entire pH
range studied (pH 3–9). The extent of U(VI) adsorption in-
creased from pH 3 to 5, remained relatively constant from
pH 5 to 6.5, and decreased slightly above pH 6.5. The per-
cent of total U adsorbed onto the bacteria varied only be-
tween 29% and 75% in the presence of 0.25 g/L S.

oneidensis and between 62% and 98% in the presence of
0.625 g/L S. oneidensis over the entire pH range studied.
Increasing the bacterial concentration in the adsorption
experiments from 0.25 to 0.625 g/L bacteria increased the

Fig. 2. The concentrations of (a) total dissolved U and (b)
dissolved U(VI) remaining in solution in the presence of different
concentrations of dissolved Ca (0.0, 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, and 5.0 mM) as a
function of time. Symbols represent the average of triplicate
experiments, and the error bars represent the associated standard
deviation (1r) of each value.
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extent of U adsorbed onto the bacterial cells by approxi-
mately 30% across the pH range studied.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Effect of EDTA on the rate of U(VI) reduction

The addition of EDTA to the solutions in the U(VI)
reduction experiments could cause two possible competing
effects: (1) aqueous UO2þ

2 –EDTA complexation could
sequester U(VI) away from the bacteria in the system prior
to reduction, causing a decrease in the rate of U(VI) reduc-
tion during the experiments; or (2) after U(VI) reduction to
U(IV) on the cell wall, aqueous U4+–EDTA complexation
could draw U(IV) away from bacterial cell wall sites of
reduction, speeding the reduction rate by freeing sites for
more U(VI) to adsorb and become reduced. As pointed
out by Haas and Northup (2004), the total dissolved U
measurements do not distinguish between these two con-
trols on the reduction rate as either mechanism would result
in enhanced total dissolved U with increasing EDTA con-
centration. In the first case, the total dissolved U would
be present as U(VI), and in the latter case, the aqueous U
would be present as an aqueous U4+–EDTA complex.
However, the U(VI) measurements clearly demonstrate that
EDTA increases the rate of U(VI) reduction in these sys-
tems, and that the reduction rate increases with increasing
EDTA concentration. Our observations are consistent only
with the formation of the aqueous U4+–EDTA complex,
which prevents the precipitation of UO2, and maintains vir-
tually all of the U in solution. The results of this investiga-
tion also suggest that in the EDTA experiments the rate
controlling step in the enzymatic reduction of U(VI) is
not the adsorption or desorption rate of U(VI). If the
U(VI) speciation controlled the reduction rate, then the
reduction rate would decrease with increasing EDTA con-
centration due to the sequestration of U(VI) in solution
by aqueous EDTA complexes. We observed the opposite

effect, which is best explained by aqueous U(IV)–EDTA
complexation.

Our Ca experiments demonstrate an opposite effect to
that of EDTA in that increasing concentrations of Ca in
the experimental solutions decrease the rate of disappear-
ance of both total dissolved U and aqueous U(VI). The
most likely explanation for this observation is that the pres-
ence of Ca promotes the formation of aqueous Ca–uranyl-
carbonate complexes and sequester U(VI) away from the
bacterial cells. Although these complexes can adsorb onto
the bacterial cell wall, the presence of Ca may decrease
the net amount of adsorbed U(VI), sequestering U(VI)
away from the cell wall, and thereby slowing U(VI) reduc-
tion. The effect of Ca on U(VI) reduction is opposite to that
of EDTA: EDTA forms more stable complexes with U4+

than it does with UO2þ
2 , so the presence of EDTA in the

experiments affects the speciation of the reduction product
more than it does the speciation of U(VI) in solution, and
hence speeds reduction. Conversely, Ca does not affect
U(IV) speciation or the solubility of UO2. Therefore, the
addition of Ca to the experimental systems does not affect
the removal rate of U(IV) from the cell wall or make reduc-
tion sites more available after the reduction of U(VI) to
U(IV). However, increasing Ca concentration does affect
the aqueous speciation of U(VI), promoting the formation
of Ca–uranyl-carbonate aqueous complexes which seques-
ter more U(VI) away from the bacterial cells. The decrease
in U(VI) concentration on the cells with increasing Ca con-
centration appears to slow U(VI) reduction.

Our results suggest that the bacterial cell wall complex-
ation of both U(VI) before reduction and U(IV) after
reduction controls U(VI) reduction rates in our experimen-
tal systems. There have been no measurements of U4+

adsorption onto bacteria, so we can not quantify the effect
of EDTA on the U(IV) speciation on the cell wall. How-
ever, as a proxy for models of U4+ speciation on the cell
wall, we relate the U(VI) reduction rate in the EDTA exper-
iments to the concentration of the aqueous U4+–EDTA
complex (Fig. 4). By assuming a pseudo-first-order reaction
rate, we calculated the initial reduction rate (mM/h) of
U(VI) as the decrease in aqueous U(VI) concentration ver-
sus time, defined by the slope of the best-fitting trendline of
the dataset for each EDTA concentration in Fig. 1b. The
concentration of the aqueous U4+–EDTA complex was as-
sumed to be the difference between the measured concentra-
tions of total dissolved U and aqueous U(VI) for each
EDTA concentration, and the data shown in Fig. 4 repre-
sent the concentrations of the U4+–EDTA complex for
each EDTA concentration at 2.3 h. The data from the
experiments without EDTA were excluded from this treat-
ment because most of the U(IV) that remained in the sam-
ples after filtration was likely present as UO2 particles,
whereas virtually all of the U(IV) in the EDTA-bearing sys-
tems was present as the aqueous U4+–EDTA complex.
Fig. 4 depicts a strong correlation between the U(VI) reduc-
tion rate and the concentration of the aqueous U4+–EDTA
complex at 2.3 h. Similar strong correlations exist between
the reduction rate and the concentration of the U4+–EDTA
complex at the other sampling times (correlation not shown
here). The strong relationship between the U(VI) reduction

Fig. 3. Percentage of U(VI) adsorbed onto S. oneidensisMR-1 cells
as a function of pH. Total concentration of U(VI) was 4.2 � 10�5

M; ionic strength was 0.1 M NaClO4. The open squares represent
the experimental adsorption data for experiments with 0.625 g (wet
mass)/L cells. The solid squares represent experimental adsorption
data for experiments with 0.25 g (wet mass)/L cells. The dashed
and solid curves represent predicted extents of U(VI) adsorption,
calculated using the set of averaged K values listed in Table 1.
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rate and the concentration of the aqueous U4+–EDTA
complex supports our conclusion that EDTA controls the
reduction rate by removing U4+ from reduction sites on
the bacterial cell wall. Similarly, Suter et al. (1991) argued
that the mineral surface release rate of Fe is the rate-
controlling step in the reductive dissolution of Fe(III)
(hydr)oxides. Our results also suggest that thermodynamic
models of U(IV) speciation in realistic systems could yield
reasonable predictions of the U(VI) reduction rates.
U(VI) bioreduction rates are likely enhanced by ligands
such as EDTA that preferentially bind with U(IV) relative
to U(VI). For example, the presence of humic acid, which
forms highly stable aqueous complexes with U(IV), also en-
hances the rate of U(VI) reduction by S. oneidensis (Gu
et al., 2005) perhaps in part due to complexation effects.

4.2. Effect of Ca on the rate of U(VI) reduction

4.2.1. Quantifying U(VI) adsorption onto S. oneidensis

We use our U(VI) adsorption measurements to deter-
mine the speciation of U(VI) on S. oneidensis in order to
determine if a relationship exists between cell wall uranyl
speciation and U(VI) reduction rates in the U(VI) reduction
experiments with Ca. We followed the modeling approach
described by Gorman-Lewis et al. (2005) who measured
U(VI) adsorption onto B. subtilis and used the results to
determine the stability constants for the important U(VI)–
bacterial surface complexes. Metal adsorption measure-
ments conducted as a function of pH constrain the number
of sites involved in metal binding, the pH range of
influence, and the stability constants for the important

metal–bacterial surface complexes. We used the program
FITEQL (Herbelin and Westall, 1994) for the equilibrium
thermodynamic modeling of the U adsorption data,
accounting for aqueous speciation using reactions 14–33
listed in electronic annex Table EA-1. Activity coefficients
for ions were calculated within FITEQL using the Davies
equation. A discrete pKa 4-site non-electrostatic model
was used to model the protonation behavior of the S. oneid-
ensis cell wall functional groups (Mishra et al., 2010). We
refer to Sites 1–4 as the sites with pKa values of 3.3 ± 0.2,
4.8 ± 0.2, 6.7 ± 0.4, and 9.4 ± 0.5, respectively. The bacte-
rial site density for each site was calculated according to
the site densities of S. oneidensis described by Mishra
et al. (2010), which are 8.9(±2.6) � 10�5,
1.3(±0.2) � 10�4, 5.9(±3.3) � 10�5 and 1.1(±0.6) � 10�4

mol per gram (wet mass) of S. oneidensis for sites 1–4,
respectively. The adsorption experiments were conducted
with the systems open to the atmosphere, so CO2 in the
aqueous systems was assumed to be in equilibrium with
atmospheric CO2.

We deconvolved the adsorption reactions that control
U(VI) adsorption across the pH range studied by first mod-
eling only the low pH (from pH 3 to 5) adsorption. Below
pH 5, U is present in solution dominantly as the UO2þ

2 cat-
ion, so the range of likely adsorption reactions is restricted.
A model with UO2þ

2 binding onto deprotonated Site 2 best
fits the low pH data, with a reaction stoichiometry and cal-
culated K value given in Table 1. Because of the diminished
importance of UO2þ

2 in the aqueous U budget above pH 5
and the increased importance of uranyl-hydroxide and -car-
bonate complexes, Reaction 1 from Table 1 cannot account
for the observed extent of U(VI) adsorption from pH 5 to 7.
Therefore, we fix the K value for Reaction 1 to our calcu-
lated value, and test a range of adsorption reactions
involving binding of the important uranyl-hydroxide and
-carbonate complexes onto deprotonated forms of Sites 2
and 3 to account for the mid-pH adsorption behavior,
and using the V(Y) output of FITEQL to quantify model
fits. Reaction 2 in Table 1 yields the best-fit to data in the
mid-pH region; the inclusion of Reaction 3 in Table 1 is re-
quired in order to account for the observed extents of
adsorption between pH 7 and 9. We modeled the 0.25 g/L
and the 0.625 g/L U(VI) adsorption datasets separately,
and both yielded best-fit models that include Reactions
1–3 in Table 1 (Fig. 3). The values listed for the stability
constants for these reactions in Table 1 are the averages
of the two datasets of stability constant values, which were
calculated based on 0.25 g/L and 0.625 g/L adsorption
data, respectively. The uncertainties listed in Table 1 were

Fig. 4. Measured U(VI) reduction rates plotted as a function of the
calculated concentration of the aqueous U4+–EDTA complex at
the 2.3 h time point of the U(VI) reduction experiments with
EDTA.

Table 1
Uranyl surface complexation reactions for both S. oneidensis and B. subtilis.

Log K (S. oneidensis) Log Kb (B. subtilis)

1 UO2
2+ + R-L2�a = R-L2-UO2

+ 6.2 ± 0.2 6.2 ± 0.3
2 UO2ðCO0

3Þ + R-L2�a = R-L2-UO2CO3
� 6.9 ± 0.3 5.5 ± 0.6

3 UO2ðCO3Þ4�3 + R-L3�a = R-L3-UO2ðCO3Þ5�3 7.3 ± 0.2 7.3 ± 0.6

a R-L#- represents S. oneidensis functional groups, Sites 1–4, with pKa values of 3.3 ± 0.2, 4.8 ± 0.2, 6.7 ± 0.4, and 9.4 ± 0.5, respectively
(Mishra et al., 2010).
b Gorman-Lewis et al. (2005).
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calculated by determining the range of K values that ac-
count for the observed range of experimental values for
the extent of adsorption. The average K values for Reac-
tions 1–3 were used to generate the model curves that are
plotted in Fig. 3. The figure demonstrates that the set of
average K values can account for the data well both as a
function of pH and as a function of bacterial concentration.

The adsorption behavior that we observed for S. oneid-
ensis is similar to that of B. subtilis. The log K values that
we calculated for Reactions 1–3 for S. oneidensis are listed
in Table 1, along with the corresponding log K values for B.
subtilis reported by Gorman-Lewis et al. (2005). The calcu-
lated K values for Reactions 1 and 3 for S. oneidensis are in
excellent agreement with corresponding K values for B. sub-
tilis. The K values for Reaction 2 for these two bacterial
species do not agree within uncertainties and may indicate
enhanced adsorption by S. oneidensis under circumneutral
pH conditions. The similarities in stability constants for
Reactions 1 and 3 are consistent with the observations of
similar Cd adsorption behavior and stability constants for
a range of bacteria and bacterial consortia (Yee and Fein,
2001). Based on these similarities, we assumed that the sta-
bility constants for the important Ca–bacterial surface
complexes for S. oneidensis (Reactions 1 and 2 in
Table EA-1) are the same as those for B. subtilis, which
were determined previously by Gorman-Lewis et al. (2005).

4.2.2. Relationship between U cell wall speciation and U(VI)

reduction rate

The calculated stability constants for the uranyl–bacte-
rial surface complexes enable calculation of the extent of
U(VI) adsorption and the speciation of adsorbed U(VI) un-
der the conditions of the U(VI) reduction experiments with
Ca. These calculations enable tests of whether relationships
exist between the observed reduction rates and the specia-
tion of U(VI) on the bacterial cell wall in the Ca-bearing
U(VI) reduction experiments. The initial reduction rates
of U(VI) in the presence of different Ca concentrations were
determined by calculating the slopes of the best-fitting
trendlines of the data for each Ca concentration in
Fig. 2b. The calculations of the U(VI) speciation in the sys-
tems of the U(VI) reduction experiments with Ca account
for aqueous uranyl-hydroxide, -carbonate, -lactate,
-acetate, and -bacterial surface complexation using the
reactions and stability constants listed in Table 1 and
Table EA-1. The system was also constrained with mass
balance constraints on dissolved carbonate, lactate, acetate,

bacterial sites and U(VI) concentrations. Bacterial concen-
trations in the experiments were determined from the exper-
imental suspensions, yielding an average experimental cell
density of 3.2(±0.6) � 107 cells/mL. This cell density was
transformed into the wet mass density by dividing by a con-
version factor of 1.9(±0.6) � 1010 cells/g, which was deter-
mined based on our cell mass-cell counts transformation
experiments, in which cells of specific wet mass were
counted by direct cell counting method after suspended in
specific volume of solution. Bacterial site concentrations
were calculated using S. oneidensis site densities reported
by Mishra et al. (2010). The calculated total binding site
concentration was 0.61 mM for the Ca experiments. The
U(VI) speciation in the system without Ca was calculated
in a similar way to the procedures described above, but
excluding all Ca-bearing reactions in Table EA-1. The mod-
eling results of the U(VI) reduction experiments with Ca
indicate the presence and the concentrations of the impor-
tant uranyl surface complexes, which are shown in Table 2.

We use our modeling results to test whether the ob-
served reduction rates correlate with either the total concen-
tration of adsorbed U(VI), the concentration of adsorbed
Ca-uranyl-carbonate species, or the total concentration of
adsorbed uranyl complexes that do not involve Ca. There
is no consistent relationship between the total adsorbed
U(VI) concentration and the U(VI) reduction rate.
Fig. 5a depicts a strong negative correlation between the
reduction rate and the concentration of the Ca–uranyl-car-
bonate surface complex (R-L2-Ca2UO2(CO3)3

�). The
strong negative correlation suggests that the U(VI) that is
present as this species on the bacterial cell wall is not avail-
able for reduction, and the higher the concentration of
U(VI) bound as R-L2-Ca2UO2(CO3)3

�, the slower the
reduction rate. Conversely, Fig. 5b illustrates a strong posi-
tive correlation between the observed rate of U(VI) reduc-
tion in the Ca experiments and the sum of the
concentrations of the Ca–free uranyl surface complexes
(R-L2-UO2

+, R-L2-UO2CO3
� and R-L3-UO2ðCO3Þ5�3 Þ.

The positive correlation shown in Fig. 5b strongly suggests
that the only U(VI) that is available for reduction is the ad-
sorbed U(VI) that exists on the cell wall as Ca–free uranyl
surface complexes. Therefore, increasing the concentration
of these Ca–free uranyl surface complexes also increases
the rate of U(VI) reduction by S. oneidensis under the
experimental conditions, and the concentration of these
species on the bacterial cell wall is the primary control on
the reduction rate.

Table 2
Calculated uranyl surface complexes formed in the Ca experiments.

Uranyl surface complexes (mM)

[Ca] (mM) R-L2-UO2
+ a R-L2-UO2CO3

� a R-L3-UO2(CO3)3
5�a R-L2-Ca2UO2(CO3)3

�a Total adsorbed U(VI)

0.0 3.1 � 10�7 1.3 � 10�1 1.0 � 10�1 None 2.3 � 10�1

0.5 1.2 � 10�7 5.6 � 10�2 1.0 � 10�1 6.6 � 10�2 2.2 � 10�1

1.5 1.3 � 10�8 6.1 � 10�3 9.7 � 10�2 1.6 � 10�1 2.7 � 10�1

2.5 4.6 � 10�9 2.0 � 10�3 8.8 � 10�2 1.8 � 10�1 2.7 � 10�1

5.0 1.2 � 10�9 4.8 � 10�4 6.3 � 10�2 1.9 � 10�1 2.6 � 10�1

a R-L#- represents S. oneidensis functional groups, Sites 1–4, with pKa values of 3.3 ± 0.2, 4.8 ± 0.2, 6.7 ± 0.4, and 9.4 ± 0.5, respectively
(Mishra et al., 2010).
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We also considered the possibility that the Ca inhibition
effect was due to competition for binding sites on the cell
surface between U(VI) and Ca. Although the concentration
of adsorbed Ca increases with increasing Ca in the experi-
mental systems (modeling results not shown here), the sur-
face sites are significantly undersaturated with bound Ca or
U(VI), and our modeling results of the bacterial surface
speciation (Table 2) indicate that the concentration of total
U(VI) adsorbed onto the bacteria does not change signifi-
cantly as a function of Ca concentration in the experiments.
That is, the Ca concentration affects the speciation of
surface-bound U(VI), but does not affect the total concen-
tration of bound U(VI) through competitive adsorption.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Our experiments demonstrate that EDTA increases the
rate of U(VI) reduction by S. oneidensis and that dissolved
Ca decreases the reduction rate. In the EDTA-presenting
U(VI) reduction systems, EDTA maintains all of the U in
solution by forming U4+–EDTA complex after reduction
of U(VI) to U(IV). Also there is a strong relationship be-
tween the U(VI) reduction rate and the concentration of
the aqueous U4+–EDTA complex in the system. So we con-
clude that EDTA speeds U(VI) bioreduction by removing

U4+ from reduction sites on the bacterial cell wall. We mea-
sured uranyl adsorption onto S. oneidensis and use the re-
sults to search for relationships between the reduction
rate and the speciation of U(VI) on the bacterial cell wall
in the systems of U(VI) reduction experiments with Ca.
We find that the reduction rate is negatively correlated with
the concentration of R-L2-Ca2UO2(CO3)3

� suggesting that
U(VI) cannot be reduced when present as the Ca–uranyl-
carbonate complex on the bacterial cell wall. However, a
strong positive correlation exists between the reduction rate
and the concentration of uranyl–bacterial surface com-
plexes that do not involve Ca. This finding suggests that
U(VI) must be present on the cell wall as one of these com-
plexes for reduction to occur, and the reduction rate is di-
rectly proportional to the concentration of these
complexes on the cell wall.

The findings of this study could enable quantitative pre-
dictions of U(VI) reduction rates in realistic geologic sys-
tems. The presence of aqueous ligands such as EDTA
which form significantly more stable aqueous complexes
with U4+ than with UO2þ

2 will increase the reduction rate
of U(VI) by bacteria, and these ligands will also prevent
the precipitation of UO2 and help to maintain U dissolved
in solution. Therefore, although the U(VI) reduction rate is
increased, the mobility of U would be unaffected when
strong complexing agents such as EDTA are present. A
similar ligand effect may contribute to the enhancement
of enzymatic Pu(IV) reduction by bacteria in the presence
of NTA (Rusin et al., 1994). The results from our Ca exper-
iments suggest that the rate of enzymatic U(VI) reduction is
directly proportional to the concentration of Ca–free ura-
nyl bacterial surface complexes, and that system compo-
nents that prevent the formation of these surface
complexes would slow the reduction rate. For example,
the presence of mineral surfaces that adsorb UO2þ

2 and
thereby compete with the bacterial cell wall sites in binding
UO2þ

2 may significantly slow bacterial U(VI) reduction rate
in field settings. Surface complexation modeling offers a
means for accounting for these competitive effects, and
the relationships derived here may apply to these more
complex settings. The modeling approach outlined here
can be used to calculate the speciation of U(VI) on the bac-
terial cell wall and thereby to predict the rate of enzymatic
reduction of U(VI) to U(IV) by bacteria.
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APPENDIX A. SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary data associated with this article can be
found, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.gca.2011.
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Fig. 5. (a) Measured U(VI) reduction rates plotted as a function of
the concentration of the Ca-uranyl-carbonate bacterial surface
complex (R-L2-Ca2UO2(CO3)3

�). (b) Measured U(VI) reduction
rates plotted as a function of the total concentration of the Ca-free
uranyl surface complexes (R-L2-UO2

+, R-L2-UO2CO3
� and R-L3-

UO2ðCO3Þ5�3 Þ.
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